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 As

assessment developers, it is our responsibility to
ensure that the information displayed on score
reports are understood, meaningful, and useful to
their intended audiences.


Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing



Code of Fair Testing Practices in Education



Code of Professional Responsibilities in Educational
Measurement

 We

contend that the efficacy and utility of reports by
consumers is an important facet of validity.

 We

also contend that the delivery of good score
reports is an issue of fairness.
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Our Approach
More recently, the College Board introduced more rigorous
methods in the development of score reports in the last ten years.
Overview of the Approach:
1. Considering the purpose of the test, clearly articulate the audience and goals of the
score report.
2. Survey consumers using rigorous designs to capture needs and preferences
3. Select and utilize appropriate psychometric methods
4. Develop a mock-up of the score report
• Keep true to the purpose
• Provide context
• Give guidance
• Keep it simple
5. Capture feedback of mock-ups
• Strive to use representative samples
• Ask preferences and comprehension-type questions
6. Revise & pilot
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Several sets of activities/efforts changed the
College Board’s approach
Many good and bad things were learned when we actually asked
educators what they thought and how they used score reports.
Each effort reinforced one or
more of the components of the
approach indicated.

AP Teacher
Reports

PSAT/NMSQT
Score Report
Plus

SAT Skills
Insight

State, District,
& School
Integrated
Reports
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SAT® Skills Insight™ Development
The College Board engaged many external educators, curriculum experts and
users to develop and validate the content in SAT Skills Insight…
Step I: Agree on the purpose of the score report
• Provide enhanced feedback to students and educators
• Give them insight into what the score represents
Step II: Conduct Scale Anchoring Research
• Ronald Hambleton, Stephen Sireci (University of Massachusetts-Amherst),
and Mary Lyn Borque (formally with the National Assessment Governing
Board) implemented the scale anchoring approach to the SAT.
• Using secondary and post-secondary educators and content experts, they
developed scale anchors at 200-290; 300-390; 400-490; 500-590; 600-690;
700-800 for critical reading, mathematics, and writing.
• Test Development staff with R&D convened several panels for each section
of the SAT to develop performance category descriptions that were accurate
and understandable by consumers.
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SAT Skills Insight Development
Step III: Test Concept at Focus Groups
• 2007 National Forum focus group with students
• Round I of focus groups with students and counselors
• Round II of focus groups with students
Step IV: Validate and Iterate on the Content
• Secondary and post-secondary educators
• State and district curriculum and assessment experts
Step V: Conduct Usability Testing
• Usability studies with students and teachers
Step VI: Test Concept at More Focus Groups
• Focus groups with state educators to develop aggregate reports
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Round I of Focus Groups
with Students and Counselors
Focused on the following:
Feedback

and initial reactions to skill descriptors,
suggestions for improvement, and sample
questions

Gauge

intended use

Feedback

on reactions to report format, language
and overall layout
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Round I of Focus Groups:
Key Findings


Initial reactions to report are mixed among students and counselors


At first glance, the information seems overwhelming and challenging to interpret. However, both
audiences see that it is a tool for improving skills



The availability of information on all score bands was of great interest



Skill descriptors contain too much educational jargon. Needs to be more
“student friendly”



Skill Improvement section could be improved by identifying current
weaknesses in skill areas.



Examples of SAT® Questions should be provided for ALL skill descriptors



Needs an eye-catching format (adding colors could enhance appeal of report)



This tool would be beneficial if provided after the PSAT/NMSQT ® and prior to
the first SAT
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Round II of Focus Groups:
Key Findings
After

making revisions from the first round of
focus groups, the students indicated the following:


They could easily navigate through the website.



The layout of the webpage was appealing.



The most important feature of the report was the
inclusion of the sample items.
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SAT Skills Insight (final version online):
Student Version
Students receiving their
score reports on the web
(via My Online Score
Report) are provided with
a link to SAT Skills
Insight. For those
receiving their score
reports on paper (in the
mail) the url to skills
insight is printed on their
score report.
www.collegeboard.com/satskillsinsight
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SAT Skills Insight – Student Version
SAT scores
are grouped
into six
“score bands”
between 200
and 800.

For each score
band, academic
skills are
categorized by skill
group.

“Academic Skills”
are skills typical
of students who
score within the
selected score
band.

“Skill Examples”
are SAT
questions that
illustrate the
meaning of
each skill.

“Suggestions for
Improvement”
help students
advance to a
higher score
band.
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Step VI: Refine report for state officials
 Using

the feedback that we received from students,
teachers, counselors, and other educators, developed
an aggregate report for use by state officials.

 In

addition to providing the performance category
descriptions, sample items, and suggestions for
activities to enhance performance, provided a
summary of student performance across the state:
 Showed
 Offer

overall performance over time

 Show

comparisons
patterns of performance
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Skills Insight Paper Report for State Officials:
Original Designs
Boxplots
showing mean
and range of
scores of
middle 50th
percentile

Percent of students
(State & Nation)
falling within each
score band on each
section of the SAT.
General Descriptions
of the skills students
have mastered at
each score band were
going to be provided
in the space-holders
next to each display.
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Skills Insight Paper Report for State Officials:
Original Designs
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Skills Insight Paper Report for State Officials:
Revised Designs
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Skills Insight Paper Report for State Officials:
Revised Designs
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Skills Insight Paper Report for State Officials:
Revised Designs
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Skills Insight Paper Report for State Officials:
Revised Designs
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Lessons Learned


Throughout the development process, we needed to have razor sharp focus
on the purpose
•



It sometimes became easy to drift from the original purpose (and we did) or add more
than what was originally planned.

Must use empirical (scientific) methods to capture feedback
•

Don’t assume…

•

Be careful of sampling issues




Don’t just ask your friends!

The manner in which questions are asked will influence the responses you
get.


As Ron Hambleton and others have recommended, ask comprehension-type questions in
addition to preference.



Once delivered, need to assess how score reports are used.



Need ongoing feedback loop to inform score report enhancements and
improvements.
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Immediate Next Steps
Examine

the validity of the information provides
from multiple perspectives:


Examine the use of the SAT Skills Insight score reports
by state officials.



Examine trends over time of student performance at
each score anchor taking into account their curricular
experience.



Examine whether interpretation is similar across
different types of consumers.
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Vision
The College Board is focused on the integrated use of tests in helping
educators make decisions about students.
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Next Steps
The College Board is transforming its score reports building on
current efforts to provide more comprehensive feedback to students
and educators about examinees’ readiness for college
The purpose of score reports is changing from
performance on one of the College Board
assessments to feedback on college readiness.

HSGPA

SAT

College
Outcomes

Academic
Intensity

Aspirations
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Goals of Report:
1. Provide the scores
2. Compare to others
3. Indicate stability of scores
4. Show growth
5. Offer meaning of the scores

Questions, Comments, Suggestions
•

Researchers are encouraged to freely express
their professional judgment. Therefore, points of
view or opinions stated in College Board
presentations do not necessarily represent official
College Board position or policy.

•

Please forward any questions, comments, and
suggestions to: Thanos Patelis
tpatelis@collegeboard.org or 212-649-8435.
Thank you!!
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